INFOPACK
Volunteering is The Key
31st October – 8th November 2022
Costinesti, Romania

The main idea of this project: "Volunteering is The Key" is the theme of
volunteering. Generally, organizations need volunteers to be able to grow
and to be able to carry out the activities they are proposing.In particular, our
organization, being a younger and more active organization in a rural area,
feels an even more pressing need for volunteers.

Volunteering
is The Key
Youth
Exchange

Through this project, we aim to explore the topic of volunteering through
various non-formal activities, specific to youth exchange projects.
Specific objectives of our project:
Explore the theme of volunteering by using nonformal learning tools and techniques
and promoting them as key tools for working with volunteers or volunteering activities
during 9 days of working together (including the travel days) with 36 participants.

the exchange of non-formal and informal methods used in volunteer
activities among the 4 partner organizations through the 36 participants
involved in the 9 day activities, thus developing a mini-network of partners.
develop a volunteer guide that includes good practices and working
methods in the field of volunteering by involving the 36 participants in the 9
days of activity.

About the organizer
Youth ProBono Belgium is a new non-formal group wishing to be actively involved in the development of
nonformal education among young people in the Belgium by involving them in mobility and projects across
the European space.
Our group wants to develop civic relationships with local and international partners and take action to
promote the good image of the Belgium in Europe.
Youth ProBono Belgium is created to serves as a learning organization that gathers trainers, youth and social
workers, youth policy makers, experts, and volunteers with different levels of competences to be actively
involved in the creation of civic activities with European dimension and with benefits for their local
communities.
Our group involves 6 founding and experienced youngsters who are ready to develop high quality activities for
social change, equality, tolerance and creativity, together with the help of another 20 youngsters who share the
same beliefs and willing to provide their knowledge on non-formal education workshops. Our goal is to create
space and opportunities for every young person to express and develop themselves according to their needs.

Participants
Participants of "Volunteering is The Key" project are youngsters from
Romania, Poland, Estonia and Belgium aged 18-30.
The group/team leaders are 18+ with no age limit.
The activities of the project are accessible to every participant as
nonformal learning methods are used. Participants will have to be highly
involved in activities that require imagination and creativity, and are
encouraged and stimulated to transform their ideas into actions.
Selected participants are expected to participate in all the activities of the
"Volunteering is The Key" Youth Exchange. The national groups are
formed from 7 youngsters + 2 team/group leaders = 9 people in total.

- aged 18-30;
- residents of Romania/Poland/Estonia/Belgium;
- interested in the topic of the project;
- are available to travel to Romania and participate in all the activities of the project;

Eligible youngsters for
the participation in
activities are:

- are keen to be involved in the activities of all the phases of the project;
- are interested in other cultures and nationalities;
- are open minded and curious;
- want to acquire and develop new skills, attitudes and behaviours;
- are interested in nonformal learning methods;
- have at last beginners’ level in English as all communication is carried out in English;
- are part of vulnerable groups;
- are facing social, economic, educational or geographical obstacles.

The accommodation will be
made in a nice resort located
in Romania - Costinesti,
Constanta - next to the Black
Sea.

There is good signal for mobile
in the establishment. There is
signal for mobile and wi-fi
internet connection
throughout the entire
establishment.

Accommodation

Participants will be accommodated in rooms with 1 or 2 other
participants according to their gender ensuring multiculturalism and
cultural exchange. Maybe some rooms will host a maximum of 3-4
persons, depending on the situation. We might have two persons in one
big bed because some rooms are designed as matrimonial rooms, but rest
assure that the beds are big enough and each of you will have his own
blanket.

In Romania the power
plugs and sockets are of
type F. The standard
voltage is 230V and the
standard frequency is
50Hz.
Taking into consideration
the location which is close
to the Black Sea and also
the period of the project,
we encourage the
participants to take various
clothes with them,
especially warm clothes.

Do NOT forget your
necessary documents
to enter Romania!

The citizens of Belgium, Poland and
Estonia can enter Romania with only
their valid ID Card (National Card) as
the countries are part of the
European Union. BUT it's the
responsibility of each participant to
check, recheck and double check its
own travel condition(s) to Romania,
from the starting departure point all
the way to the final arrival
destination!

Financial conditions
Accommodation and food: 100% covered by Erasmus+
Program

For Belgium the reimbursement limit for
transportation is: 320€ (green travel)

Travel costs are budgeted according Erasmus +
conditions (using the EU distance calculator)
http://ec.europa.eu/programmes/erasmusplus/resources/distance-calculator_en
The Romanian partner will set up a bus from
Bucharest (Constitutiei Square) to Costinesti, round
trip, and this it will cost somewhere around 25 euros
per person. This amount will be deducted from each
person's travel budget.
The following amounts are per participant for each
country.

→

For Estonia the reimbursement limit for
transportation is: 320€ (green travel)

For Poland the reimbursement limit for
transportation is: 320€ (green travel)

Important!
No tickets are allowed to be bought before confirming it with organizers.
Please use the cheapest possible means of transportation - second class. If
you will use train and/or the bus as well, please use the second class, this is
very important.
Keep all your boarding passes and travelling tickets otherwise we will not
be able to make any reimbursement! Only public transportation will be
reimbursed (e. g.: taxi at your own expense).

Reimbursement Procedure
The travel costs will be reimbursed in the partner organization
account after the mobility and dissemination (local actions) made by
participants, based on the proof documents provided by the
participants.

For the airplane tickets:

To speed up the reimbursement process, as soon as participants book
their flights, will upload the following documents on the G-drive
folder (dedicated for this project): Invoice, Proof of payment (Bank
extras), and the boarding pass during the mobility (electronic
version) and after the mobility (printed version).

- All boarding passes

For the reimbursement you need:

- Flight ticket (with the name of the passenger and flight
details)

- Confirmation of reservation
Please, make sure that you have all these documents when
you come to the Youth Exchange (of course, the return
boarding passes might be sent after the Youth Exchange).

- An invoice for the tickets
- Non-online purchases: a receipt (showing that you have paid the
money) – only for train and bus tickets
- Document showing that the money was paid (receipt, bank
confirmation etc.)

IMPORTANT!
No tickets are allowed to be bought before
being confirmed by the organizers.

Please DO NOT lose your boarding passes, train tickets, and/or bus tickets.
We will not be able to make the reimbursement anymore if you lose them.
We encourage you to find flights which allow online check-in and also,
we recommend you to use the mobile check-in (when possible), as this
way you can save a copy of your boarding passes easily and thus you
can even make a print screen of the document and store it in a safe
folder on your phone/cloud etc.
Reimbursement will be done by bank transfer ONLY in the account of
your sending organization, according to the rules of Erasmus+ and our
National Agency.
Although we can’t reimburse you the cost of health insurance, having
one that is valid during all periods of mobility is mandatory! Romania
is an EU member state, so insurance for traveling here should be cheap
and easy to make. If you have a European Health Card, please bring it
with you, it is valid in our hospital system and can replace regular
insurance.

The location of the project, Costinesti, is almost 250 km far away from
Bucharest. The transport from Bucharest to Costinesti will be made by bus,
there will be someone from our organization guiding you for the travel.

Travel tips and meeting info
The departure from Bucharest Constitutiei Square to Costinesti (the location
of the project) will be made on 31.10.2022 at 19:00. Please keep this hour in
mind when buying the tickets, as it takes around 1,5 hours from the Bucharest
Otopeni Airport to the meeting location.

Costinești
During the summer season, the
Costinești commune becomes
the Costinești Resort, also
known as the Youth Resort due
to its nightlife and outdoor
entertainment.

But what about
Bucharest?

Bucharest is the capital of Romania as well as the country's
industrial, commercial and cultural heart.
Bucharest oozes history, and each step you take through the city
takes you back in time, as you discover the secrets that lie behind
its peculiar charm.The city has a mix of architectural styles, with
surprises around every corner; from bourgeois palaces reminiscent
of the city's most glorious era to the big communist tower blocks
built during the city's darkest period. If walls could talk, there
would be many stories to be told!

If you
want to get a taste
of Bucharest, don’t hesitate
to visit some places: The Old Town,
Romanian Athenaeum,
Cișmigiu Gardens, Palace of the
Parliament, Botanical Gardens and the
variety of museums.

Comfortable/casual and warm clothing The weather during this
period is quite cool.

What
to
bring?

The average temperature (observed during the night) in Costinesti in
November is 11.0°C. The average maximum daytime temperature is
around 20.0°C, but because of the wind, the real feel temperature is
lower, so we highly encourage you to bring many warm clothes with
you (we recommend you to have parkas) - https://
www.google.com/search?q=parka%20meaning
Laptops
We encourage you to bring laptops as we will need several ones to
work on the final outcome of the Youth Exchange.
Don't forget at home your good mood, positivity and open mind!

What
to
prepar?
Important!
Romania is not part of the Euro Zone and
ourcurrency is the Romanian Leu
(RON). You can exchange money in
exchange offices, banks and kiosks.
1 EUR = 4.92 RON September 2022)
https://www.cursbnr.ro/

Participants are expected to make a little bit of research, prior to their arrival, on
their local community and to look into the opportunities and challenger for
volunteering in their countries. Each national group will present at the beginning of
the Youth Exchange the research to all of the participants. For this you may use 1-2
news/research articles or national reports form your country about volunteering.
Please make a short summary also in English. We will be using this information in
debates on how is your country encouraging the volunteering as well as positive and
negative aspects.
Presentation of your country and organisation: Please be prepared to present your
country and sending organisation during the youth exchange. Bring some
informational materials about your country and sending organisation and other
things such as traditional food and drinks as well traditional clothing, trinkets and
other objects which you see fit as to help you in your presentation for the other
participants.

We will send
you the detailed DAILY PROGRAMME with
one week or two weeks before the start of
the Mobility! Until then we will keep in
touch on Email and on the Facebook Group
that will be created especially for this
project.

The arrival landing time on Bucharet Otopeni Airport is
Monday, the 31st of October 2022, maximum at 17:00 o'clock!

Arrival
and
departure

If for some reason you cannot find tickets with morning or
after-noon arrival time please contact us and we will find a
solution for you!
The arrival day is Monday, 31st of October 2022.
The departure day is Tuesday, 8th of November 2022.
You can also stay in Bucharest or in another city, in Romania, 23 days before or/and after the Youth Exchange, to visit, on your
own expense

Facebook group
We will create a Facebook Group with all the
participants and all the organisation team.
With the help of this Facebook Group, we will be
able to communicate faster and better with you,
before coming to Romania for our project. So, this is
why is very important for you to share with us your
Facebook account so that we can add you on the
Facebook Group.
We will let you know when the time is right about
the name and address of this Facebook Group.

Application form
ONLY the SELECTED participants by the
Sending Organisations, will fill in this
online Application Form:
https://forms.gle/69BicdRc1XARDHQf9
We can`t wait to meet you in Romania in
our Youth Exchange!!!

Contact Us
For more information, please contact the project
coordinators, Andrei and Dumitru

Andrei:

Dumitru:

0040737074831
d.g.t.andrei@gmail.com
+373 691 08 531
dumitru.sorbala@gmail.com

Checklist
Please read again this entire Infopack and recheck
everything once more, just to be sure that everything is
clearly understood.

